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GETTING TO THE (RIGHT)
BOTTOM-LINE

Paul 0. Ballou, Jr., D.P.A.

Bert A. Milliken

eviewing the book Deterrent
___ or Defense by British military

historian B. H. Liddell Hart, Presi-
dent lohn F. Kennedy praised the
author's recommendations for nego-
tiation:

Keep strong if possible. In any
case, keep cool. Have unlim-
ited patience. Never comer an
opponent, and always assist him
to save his face. Put yourself in
his shoes-so as to see things
through his eyes. Avoid self-
righteousness like the devil-
nothing is so self-binding.

In the acquisition of major sys-
tems many problems are encountered.
Some are negotiated skillfully and oth-
ers are not. A breakdown of the ac-
quisition system usually relates from
a previous failure to apply the basic
precepts of negotiation.

An example of how not to negoti-
ate was program cancellation of the
A-12 Avenger aircraft, which was to
have been the Navy's next superplane
by 1994. Once the centerpiece of
future carrier air wings, the A-12 was
terminated for default because of over-

runs and development delays. Secre- The contractor team filed suit in the
tary of Defense Dick Cheney termi- U.S. Claims Court. Washington, D.C..
nated for default the $4.8 billion ceil- challenging the Navy's default termi-

Dr. Ballou is a professor of systems ing price development contract lanuary nation of the A-1 2 aircraft program.
acquisition contracting at the Defense 7, 1991. The contractor team, a joint The complaint alleges the government
Systems Management College. venture of McDonnell Douglas and used a fixed-price type development

General Dynamics Corporations, com- contract in violation of law and regula-
Mr. Milliken is chief of the Con- prises the two largest defense con- tions, set specifications it knew were

tracting Policy Division. Headquarters, tractors in terms of the dollar value of unattainable, failed to provide critical
U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. contract awards in fiscal 1990. data, interfered with the contractors'
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money wisely, we will not spend it." and reimbursement of cost incurred
The contractor team had proposed under the contract.
absorbing part of the losses on the

*COMPETITIVE (WIN/LOSE) current contract, and charging the The A-12 situation is the result of

- Tough demands majority of the loss against future pro- a lose/lose negotiation in which, no

- Control duction contracts. The team also would matter what happens, all parties will

- Emotional waive $1.6 billion in claims to con- be worse off because of termination.

- Adversary tinue the program. Secretary Cheney We cannot expect the parties will be
was unwilling to ask the Congress for made whole. So, the purpose of the

* COOPERATIVE (WIN/WIN) more money.2  termination was not to win in the

Organizational sense of receiving a positive gain but,
-Personal The Navy need for an A-12 type rather, to minimize total losses and
-Attitude aircraft was, and remains, an urgent ensure the contractor team does not

- Mutual satisfaction requirement. A new procurement ac- benefit.
tion is in process to acquire a new AX
aircraft in lieu of the A-12. The first Modes of Negotiation
AX aircraft is not intended to reach
the fleet until about 2005, and is ex- The fundamental question is: How
pected to cost $10 billion on top of can the government and contractor
the $5 billion spent on the cancelled negotiate contracts to satisfy needs of
A-12., The new program will require both parties? Figure 1 outlines modes

extensive new investment in design. to conduct negotiations. When negoti-
development, test and production, re- atingis misperceived asawin/lose game.
dundant of effort completed by the A- objective for negotiations often fail af-
12 program. Of more concern now to ter a "successful negotiation." Coop-
our national defense capability is that erative negotiation results in an agree-

the Navy must rely on its aging fleet of ment wvith an integrative solution that
A-6 Intruder aircraft. A substantial in- best meets needs of both parties. and
vestment will be required to extend the secures their commitment to fulfill the

Artist's renderang pf A-c2. operational lifeof the 30-year-oldmA-ps. agreement.

abilit to perform. and failed to apply Cost impact of the default termi- Negotiations can be conducted in
available funds to execute the contract nation will not be known for several competitive or cooperative modes.
as required. years. The contractor team's suit is Competitive negotiation inivol es one

expected to be tied up in court for 8 side achieving its objectives while pre-
No one could tell Secretaiy Cheney years. If team allegations are proved venting the other side from reaching

exactly how much more it would cost true, the default will revert to a con- theirs. Competitive negotiators view
to keep the program going, and he venience termination. This potentially the negotiation as a zero sum game.
did not believe a bail-out was in the will cost the Department of Defense If I win, you lose. In reality, win/lose
national interest. Secretary Cheney and the taxpayers billions of dollars agreements usually result in a lose!

oid."f we cannot spend the taxpayer's in administrative cost of termination, lose agreement in the long term. This
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enced by major variables that influ-
ence the results.

COOPERATIVE WIN/LOSE WIN/WIN The following alternative ap-
proaches are used in contract nego-
tiations. The approach used gener-

LOSE/LOSE LOSE/WIN ally results in the response indicated,

UNCOOPERATIVE depending upon the nature and envi-
NONASSERTIVE ASSERTIVE ronment of the situation.Approach Response

Avoidance Nonassertive and uncooperative
Compromise Nonassertive and cooperative

concept of rivalry involves using tac- ment. When problems arise after the Competition Assertive and uncooperative
tics such as making extreme demands contract is signed, the parties will work Integrative Assertiveandcooperative
and threats. employing negotiation together to solve them in the best
games, and using power to achieve interest of the program. Cooperation in negotiation involves
objectives. The antagonistic relation- willingness to work together toward a
ship reaches a point when the two The mode of negotiation is critical, common objective: e.g., a mutually
parties and, perhaps more importantly, Most teaching and written material beneficial contract or contract modi-
individuals involved, regard each other regarding negotiation have emphasized fication. Assertive communication
as adversaries. Consequently. the the competitive mode: assessing one's involves willingness to state needs and
parties are concerned with saving face. relative power and skillfully using that interests honestly and specifically to
This does not allow for trust and open- power to arrange the best possible resolve problem areas without being
ness to achieve a synergistic agree- outcome for one's side. This implies aggressive.
ment and, therefore, the agreement there must be a winner and a loser.

Each negotiation is unique. Many
factors influencing the outcome in-
clude: extent of the parties, prepara-

L* - negotia n e pe rceive a s a tion, background and experiences of
negotiators, and perception of other

response to a " two d*o.g - bone" con it parties power and position.

or a " t r stua Lose/lose negotiation often is per-
ceived as a response to a "two dogs.
one bone" conflict or a "minimize the
risk" situation. One party maximizes
its position by relying on power and

reached will not reflect needs and in- When one uses power to coerce the authority, failirc to recognize the other
terests of both parties. This adversarial other, there is resentment and insta- party's power to undo a solution
relationship will continue during con- bility in the relationship. The losing through indifference or sabotage. A
tract performance. party's compliance with such a bad win/win approach to negotiations is

agreement is doubtful; whereas, in assertive and cooperative to a high
The cooperative mode of negotiat- the cooperative mode. both are com- degree. Negotiators explore problem

ing allows both parties to satisfy their mitted to future compliance, areas to identify both parties underly-
needs and interests, and has the sup- ing interests and needs, and develop
port and commitment of participants. Negotiation Styles alternatives to meet their concerns.
Problems are defined in terms of or- Common interests are identified and
ganization needs with an in-depth ef- Contract negotiations involve a built upon. Clearly. the best approach
fort to identify solutions to meet these communications process whereby two for resolving conflicts is recognizing
needs. Personal aspects needing to or more parties with different or op- needs and interests between parties
be developed during negotiation are posing positions resolve a problem of and cooperating to meet mutual in-
trust, friendship and lasting relation- mutual concern; an integrative solu- terests. In cooperative negotiations.
ships, which are the foundation to tion best meets needs and interests of both parties reach an integrative so-
successful agreements. Integrity and the parties, securing their commitment lution, and are willing to commit to
creditability underpin the attitudinal to fulfill the agreement. Figure 2 shows fulfilling the agreement, thereby form-
relationship, resulting in a commit- how modes of negotiation are influ- inga long-term relationship.
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Interests and Needs

Meaningful negotiations occur only 1. Problem arises
when there is an opportunity for in-
terchange between parties. Most of 2. Each party perceives problem
us see the difference between posi- 3. Each party develops list of needs/interests
tions as the problem. Therein lies the 4. Both parties discuss needs/interests
failed potential of negotiation. Inter-
ests behind a problem are crucial. An 5. Both parties generate solutions
example is two men quarreling in a 6. Joint selection of integrative solutions
library. One wants the window open
and the other wants it closed. No
agreement is reached about the win- identified during the A-12 develop- mize risk rather than maximize gain.
dow until the men recognize underly- ment effort were aircraft weight, air- Successful negotiations are built on
ing interests; one wants fresh air and craft range, government-furnished in- understanding the process. See Fig-
the other does not want a draft. The formation, government review and ure 3.
integrative problem solving agreement approvals, and constructive changes.
is to open a window in the next room These problem areas, not unique to The process depicts an open-ended
to bring in fresh air without a draft. the A- 12, can be found in any aircraft model for resolving problems. The

development program. Effective prepa- only limitation on parties to solve prob-
Asking "why" or "why not" are use- ration for negotiation requires parties lems is their willingness to search for

ful questions to uncover interests and to conduct an analysis of each prob- an integrative solution and take re-
needs of parties in a negotiation. For lem, first determining the facts. Sec- sponsibility for results of their actions.
example, asking Secretary Cheney re- ond, the problem must be diagnosed A negotiator should always maintain
garding the A-12 negotiation: "Shall I with causes and barriers clearly un- the parties principles. It is improb-
cancel the program or not?" the fol-
lowing may have been his replies.

IF HE SAID In c n b parties
YES NO raha ne rtv ouin n r iln
Appeared strong Appearedweak
Stopped wasteful Was wasting to commit t f n te a

spending taxpayers' money
Broke bail-out Was bailing out theeb f a long-term rl in ship.

precedent contractor
Appears to be under Appears to be out of

control control
derstood. Third, after potential solu- able that an honest person will be
tions are identified, possible actions drawn into questionable agreements.

From Secretary Cheney's point of are sought. Last, after considering Remember Liddel Hart? "Never cor-
view, program cancellation was the strengths and weaknesses of parties ner an opponent, and always assist
only logical decision. positions, they need to identify alter- him to save his face. Put yourself in

natives and select a course of action his shoes-so as to see things through
Identify Problems to resolve the problem. his eyes. Avoid self-righteousness like

the devil-nothing is so self-binding."
The A-12 full-scale development Reaching Agreement

contract was awarded Jan. 13, 1988,
to the contractor team. Progress re- In the United States we have been
ports indicated the contractor team taught the concept of competition, Endnotes
was having engineering setbacks, pro- which underlines much of our legal sys-
duction slippages, program delays, and tem. In negotiations where each party 1. Federal Contracts Report. 6-17-91.
cost and weight growths. All devel- expects the other to act as an adver-
opment contracts anticipate problems sary, both become victims of a self- 2. Federal Contracts Report. 1- 14-91.
during performance that must be re- fulfilling prophecy. Lack of trust result-
solved by the parties for program suc- ing from such behavior can lock people 3. Aviation Week & Space Technol-
cess. A few specific problem areas into positions where they tend to mini- ogy. Sept. 9. 1991.
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CAREER COUNSELING

Major Jody V Rennie, USAF

uring this period of signifi- nization vital and to serve individual
- cant changes in the Depart- needs. I talked with peers, visited

mentofDefense(DOD), manyorgani- Consolidated Base Personnel Offices
zations are dealingwith "getting through (CBPOs), read books on firing and lay-
1993." In this article. I focus on one offs in the private sector, and reviewed
DOD change: force reduction. Examples basic management texts. Clearly, or-
come from the impact of the drawdown ganizations that cared for people fared
on Air Force military members in the better than those that didn't.
acquisition community, but the coun-
seling suggestions, people skills and The basis of successful approaches
problem-solving techniques apply to are management tools that often are
many organizations. forgotten during day-to-day "fire fights."

These tools-performance and career
How to handle drawdown impacts counseling, conflict management.

within the organization is a major is- managerial style and temperament,
sue managers face. Individual con- motivational techniques, communica-
cerns are: Should I take the money tion styles and time management- 0,
and run before I'm "asked" to leave? are taught in most M.B.A. degree cur-
If I'm selected involuntarily, am I a ricula, Service schools and the Defense
failure? How will I care for my fain- Systems Management College. Even
ily? Where and when will I find an- though most managers constantly use
other job? Organizational concerns are: many of these skills, it is easy to fall
Who'll be left to do the work? When into the habit of using only skills that
and how will we find replacements? come easiest and are needed for sur-
Should we have new concerns about vival. Learning to do something new
who has access to sensitive informa- takes time.
tion? How do we retain good people?
These issues result in many classic Organizations, where leadership ini-
management problems. tiated dialogue concerning the future.

seem to have the best morale. This
Numerous approaches were taken isn't surprising; lack or miscommuni-

by organizations to "get through 1992."
some effective, others not. After lis- cation of information often is cited as
tening to various approaches and how a major reason for conflict. Providing
they were perceived. I consolidated ideas current information does two things
that seemed to work for the Air Force for the manager. First, subordinates
acquisition community, and developed will hold in high regard the manager
an outline of actions to keep the orga- Dt Considered Sekeed Percent who provides current information. Sec-

NOv88 1958 377 19 ondly. when a manager learns of con-
Major Rennic is a graduate of PMC Dec90 2423 712 29 cerns, he can act to improve or cor-

92-2. Defense Systems Management Col- Jan92 3322 979 30 rect them.
Iege. She is a TAF Acquisition Officer, Jun92 2153 645 30
NGII/AQ. Total 5 2713 Methods providing information and
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dialogue are military calls, counsel- Military Call a directive style, the supervisor gives
ing sessions and organizational meet- advice, a "pep talk," and tries to give
ings. Many object to these "'eetings" A military call is a way to provide reassurances for the future. Using the
taking up time, when they are already much information rather quickly to nondirective style, the supervisor acts
trying to do more with less. Another many people. Its goal is for each per- as a sounding board while the mem-

, w of this issue is: Can leadership son to look hard at the current situa- ber talks about the situation, discusses
n~ive everyone doing their own re- tion, evaluate performance and begin his concerns, and considers implica-
search, reacting to rumors today, and the difficult, and sometimes painful, tions of the problem.
drawing their conclusions instead of process of determining the "what ifs"
focusing on mission tasks at hand? and the "what then." Self-assessment The four stages for an effective
Isn't it more effective to provide infor- is difficult but the leader who encour- nondirective counseling session are:
mation in an o en forum and encour- ages this, before the boards meet and settingthe environment, getting people

"letters are sent, can prepare subordi- to talk, helping them think it through,
nates for what may come. and letting them find the solution. In

practice, this probably is the better
Selective Early Retirement Boards approach for career counseling, given

(SERB) results for current drawdown that decisions are ultimately up to
(started in 1987), are shown in Table the individual.
1; WHAT results are shown in Table
2. To learn on what people who were

at high risk for the 1992 officer reduc-
Individual Counseling tion in force (RIF) were basing their

decisions, I contacted a spokesper-
Most supervisors think individual son responsible for FY 1992 exit bo-

counseling is important but many never nus programs at Boiling Air Force Base,
seem to have time to complete it. Whets Washington, D.C.2 He said some at
Smith in Taking Charge says "A leader high risk for the RIF elected not to
of an organization should have pri- take a bonus because their records
vate sessions with immediate subor- were "great." Some had their percep-
dinates about once every six months tion of "great" and others were told
to deal specifically with performance how great the ',osses. As it
counseling."' It would seem, then, that turns out. the.. _,. .ds were not stel-
during these sessions, career coun- lar and many were RIFed.
seling should be included. Career coun-
seling always has involved risk as sub- Often, supervisors don't know how
ordinates looked to leadership for or don't want to tell individuals they
"divine" insight. To be effective, the aren't top-rated. They assume "ev-
supervisor must consider not only the eryone" knows what a competitive
written record, but the individual's performance looks like. Individuals
nature, personality and temperament. don't always know and, after all, their
The Myers-Briggs Type Indicator is performance reports say they are great.
one tool available to managers to help Another instance, an individual was
determine the best way to communi- told by her supervisor, "I can get you
cate with someone. Type Talk at Work, promoted, but I don't think I can save
by Otto Kroeger with Janet Thuesen, you from the WHAT, which will be

age open sharing of information rather provides information on how to ap- first." Although that sounded like a
than have each person calling his per- proach personalities in various cir- backhanded compliment, it gave the
sonnel office to discover the "truth?" cumstances. For career counseling to individual the needed information to

be effective, communication is essen- make an informed decision about the
tial and requires the counselor to rec- future.
ognize that people do not process in-
formation or think alike. Another supervisor called military

personnel together and recommended
Officers, Board metJuly20,1992 The method of counseling is im- we assess our position and determine
Selected,1,595reserveofficersof8,923considered portant. Career counseling can be ei- if we think we can survive a WHAT
18percentselectionrate ther directive or nondirective. Using or SERB. Kathleen Riehle advises in
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What Smart People Do When Losing next few months. The work-load in- is No Easy Wa,-But There Is a Better
Their lobs, "First, and most important, crease brings new conflicts within the Way, by William Morin and Lvle Yorks,
regardless of how important you be- organization. In addition, many mem- four common reactions to dismissal
lie\'e you are to the company. always bers of the management team are con- are identified: defensive but pragmatic,
prepare for the worst and assume you cemed with their futures. The manage- anticipatory, aggressive/hostile, and
are on the list."', ment team needs to understand withdrawal/denial.f This may be ap-

emotions associated with losing or plicable to some who took the early-
Some individuals relied on advice ending a career, find ways to recog- out because they felt there was no

from retired relatives and friends who nize people who are leaving, and mo- real choice.
didn't understand the severity of this tivate the remaining work force. Con-
drawdown. Noonecan force someone flict is increasing because of The most common reaction is de-
to accept reality, but providing incor- uncertainty, and the team is losing fensive but nragmatic. The pcrson is
tect advice to spare a tough moment, harmony as people depart. Nominal angry, frustrated, resentful and ex-
or relying on history doesn't help a group technique. group decision-mak- presses concern about pragmatic is-
situation. ing and creative problem-solving tech- sues. "What is next?" "What is the

niques can be employed to develop Air Force going to provide for me?"
Supervisors can confirm their per- ideas. "How long do I have to find a job?"

ceptions of how subordinates compare "The subsequent reactions of such
to peers by joining other base units in a All organization members, especially individuals will be strongly shaped
program of reviewing personnel records division chiefs, should be educated about by whatever conclusions they arrive
of people eligible for SERBs and RIFs. the variety of reactions people have at following an attempt to assess their

when experiencing job loss. "Predict- next career steps."'' The member will

The supervisor will be asked about ing how a given person might respond complain to coworkers about the in-
alternatives during career counseling, is tricky at best, although if a manager equity and unfairness of the situa-
A reference list of local on- and off- has observed the person's reaction to tion. However, these individuals are
base support organizations would be some similar high-stress loss situation concerned about their continued sur-
helpful. The Air Force Times accurate (which usually is not the case), the vival and will press on to find solutions.
and timely information proved helpful person is likely to exhibit the same de-
to me and reportedly published accu- fense mechanism."4 A review of per- Another common reaction is an-
rate information before the Consolidated sonality and temperament types may ticipation. "These people expect ter-
Base Personnel Office during FY 1990 help avoid rough spots. Knowing that mination but hope to delay it."- There
activities, not everyone reacts the same may help are cases where individuals didn't keep

people understand what is happen- appointments for mandatory counsel-
Another challenge of the drawdown ing to others around them. ing before the WHAT. They seemed

is maintaining morale. The manage- to think if they didn't sign the letter
ment team needs to discuss the work- As people leave the Air Force, by acknowledging the upcoming WHAT.
ing environment, because people have choice or requirement, a variety of they would be safe. Morin and Yorks
left and more will be leaving during the reactions will occur. In Dismissal-There state that once the bad news is given.

people with this reaction are often

relieved and want to learn about avail-
able benefits.

The hostile/aeoressive reaction can
"be argumentative or violent. Argumen-
tative persons will threaten lawsuits and
accuse others of the wrong done to
them. We must let this type vent frus-
tration and not engage in arguments.
The violent reaction is rare. according
to Moaing and Yorks: and, usually, the
individual calms down by putting en-M . AN ergy into positive actions.

The final reaction is withdrawal or
denial and is, perhaps, the most diffi-
cult. During the one-on-one session.

Mr. Normn Aun , usuinc, Ch•irman. Mdrtin .frictki Corp.
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the me,-iber is quiet, disbelieving, eu- Giving SERB/WHAT Results the organization. By using sound man-
phori, id calm. This may be inter- agement and leadership practices,
prek ý i "professional" or mature. Research on dismissal interviews commanders can reduce and mitigate
However. according to Morin and was enlightening. Most Air Force of- the impact. The Air Force, as an insti-
Yorks, it usually means the person ficers haven't been given much train- tution, has done many things right
hasn't accepted the situation. "Indi- ing on how to tell someone "Your during this downsizing period, by of-
viduals who react in this way (quiet) services are no longer required," es- fering good severance packages anj
are often the ones who do the most pecially when it means the member providing advance information. It is
damage to the organization and/or must leave the Service involuntarily, up to the leaders in the field to use
themselves. " Once reality sets in, these During the 192 \VHAT, the Air Force their leadership talents to relate to
people often explode. Management Military Personnel Center provided a their people. It is their responsibility
needs to ensure the person under- package that provided sample letters to advise and counsel and deliver good
stands what has happened. Those who and answers to anticipated questions. and bad news. When everyone is re-
appear to not believe this is happen- Each interview must be well-thought- acting to a turbulent environment, it
ing to them also should be of con- out in advance, because once the board is more important than ever to treat
"cern. "Of all the reactions, this can be results are released, the interviews our most important resources, people,
the most frightening to deal with. The must be conducted quickly. It would with the dignity and thanks they de-
boss needs to try to' 2ep the conver- be extremely inappropriate for the serve.
sation going, to draw out these people. member to learn the results from any
Some sort of reaction-perhaps nega- other source.
tive. or at least accepting-needs to
be elicited before the end of the inter- Of course, most people will not
view. " Those responding euphorically identify all of their concerns moments Endnotes
probably are not accepting the situa- after being told their Air Force career
tion. Often, this is a sign of disorien- is complete, but the tone of this first 1. Smith, Whets M., Taking Charge.
tation and, in reality, these individu- session will largely determine their Garden City: Avery Publishing Group,
als have no idea what to do next. relationship in the organization for Inc., 1988.

the time remaining. In their book, Morin
The points made by Morin and and Yorks recommend a dismissal in- 2. Resink, 2Lt., interview with au-

Yorks are interesting when applied to terview follow these steps: 1) Get to the thor, Boiling Air Force Base, Wash-
the Air Force today. It is important to point; 2) Describe the situation; 3) Lis- ington, D.C., October 9. 1992.
remember, especially when dealing ten, don't be defensive; 4) Discuss the
with those selected for early retire- support package; 5) Specifically define 3. Riehle, Kathleen. What Smart People
ment of WHAT, that there is more the next step.' Do When Losing Their lobs. New York:
than just a paycheck involved. These lohn Wiley and Sins, Inc.. 1991.
men and women have contributed to It is essential that each person whose
the Air Force for some time. Telling records were considered by a board 4. Morin. William and Lyle Yorks.
people "Your services are no longer hear the results--good or bad. Privacy, Dismissal - There is No EasyI Way -
needed" puts their pride and self-worth confidentiality and sufficient time are But There Is a Better Way, New York:
at risk. keys to maintaining individual dignity Harcourt Brace and lovanovich Pub-

and organizational morale. In one lishers, 1990.
This brings out the next imp'ertant colleague's office, the rumor was: If

issue: We need to ensure that mem- you received a phone call to report to 5. Ibid.
bers leaving are thanked for their ser- the boss before noon of the next day,
vices. The Air Force Times interviewed results had already been released and 6. Ibid.
people who left the military service you hadbeen RIFed Manytense people
for one reason or another,'" and sev- waited by their phones. The phones, 7. Ibid.
eral said they had not received a simple by the way, rang all morning with out-
"thank you." Our management team siders trying to conduct business. Not 8. Ibid.
needs to focus on how we give each much effective business took place.
person the attention deserved despite 9. Ibid.
the number leaving in a short time. Conclusion
The management group will address 10. Air Force Times, November9. 1992,
how to keep remaining people moti- Problems created by downsizing pp. 14-18, 36.
vated. At this point, everyone is fear- are significant and affect not only in-
ful for their jobs and are tired of doing dividuals, but the daily working of I1. Morin, William and Lyle Yorks.
more with less.
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ADVISORY PANEL FORMED

Donald M. Freedman

ection 800 of Public Law 101-
5 10 (the National Defense Au-

thorization Act for FY 1991) directed
the Department of Defense (DOD) to
establish an advisory panel sponsored
by the Defense Systems Management
College (DSMC). The purpose of the
panel was to review ac-
quisition laws applicable
io the Department of De-
fense (DOD), with a view
toward streamlining the
acquisition process.

According to the law,
"the panel shall be com-

posed of at least nine in-
dividuals who are rec-
ognized experts in
acquisition laws and pro-
curement policy. In mak-
ing appointments to the
advisory panel, the Un-
der Secretary of Defense
(Acquisition), USD(A),
shall ensure that the panel reflects di-
verse experience in the public and pri-
v•te sectors."

Section 800 of Public Law 10 1-5 10
describes the panel duties as follows:

(1) review the acquisition laws
applicable to the Department of
Defense with a view toward

Mr. Freedman is executive secretary
to the DOD Advisory Panel on Stream- '

lining and Codifying Acquisition Law at
the Defense Svstems Management College.
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streamlining the defense acquisi- is a good balance between government
tion process: and industry, and between acquisition

policy and procurement law.
(2) make any recommendations
for the repeal or amendment of The Chairman of the Panel is RADM
such laws that the panel consid- W.L. Vincent, Commandant of the De-
ers necessary, as a result of such fense Systems Management College.
review, to- There are six Panel members from the

public sector.
(3) prepare a proposed code of
rolevant acquisition laws. Organization -Public Sector Panel Members

Punel Chairman
Rear Admiral W. L. Vincent, Commandant, DSMC
Pete Bryan Director, Contract Policy and

Administration, OUSD(A)
Allan Burman Administrator. Office of

Federal Procurement Policy
Anthonv Gamboa Deput, General Counsel.

Dept. of Army (Contractino
Gar, Quiglv Deputy General Counsel,

Defense Lopstics Agenc,
Maj Gen John Slinkard Deputy Chief of Staff

(Contractin).0 HQ Air Force
Material Command

3 Harvev Wilcox Deputy General Counsel,
"- Dept. of Nawy (Lopstics)

In addition to seven members from
the government, there are six members

- from the private sector.

Organization -Private Sector Panel Members
"lack Harding \iice President. Contracts.

Raytheon Corp.
' LeRoy Haugh Vice President, Procurement

& Finance, Aerospace
Industries Association

Thomas I. Madden Partner, Venable, Baeter,
Howard and Civiletti

Ralph Nash. Ir. Professor of Law, George
,_ _ VWashinglon Univ.

F. Whitten Peters Partner, Williams and
Connollv

Advisory Panel Organization Robert D. Wallick Partner, Steptoe and lohnson

In April 1991, The USD(A) nomi- Threefromgovemmentandfourpri-
nated 13 individuals to serve on the vate-sector Panel members are practic-
DOD Advisory Panel on Streamlining ing attorneys. Private industry is repre-
and Codifying Acquisition Laws. The sented byan individual from an industry
Advisory Panel is noteworthy in that its association and an individual from a
members ore not people whose names major defense contractor. The private
would be recognized by the general sector also has a representative from
public. The members are all recognized academia.
experts in the field of DOD acquisition
and its associated legislation. They deal Although USD(A) nominated Advi-
with the acquisition process daily. There sory Panel members in April. their first
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meeting\\'as not until September.r, I•QQ1. data base cross-referenced statutory to discuss the findings to date, review
This was largely due to a requirement provisions to the implementing FAR/ an\' recommendations the working
to comply with provisions of the Federal DFARS regulations. In addition, DSMC groups brought forvard, and select from
Advisomv Committees , .-t (FACA). which reviewed all fiscal legislation for acqui- various alternative recommended ac-
requires extensive documentation be- sition-related statutory provisions. The\' tion.
fore Panel members can serve. The ap- considered the various executive or-
proval process took more than 5 months. ders that are frequently issued instead The six working groups established

of legislation. At the same time, the by the Panel performed analysis and
At its first meeting, the Panel decided task force conducted a literature search evaluations. They reviewed the research

to focus on the following six functional to determine some of the major acqui- between Panel meetings and prepared
areas: sition problems resulting from difficul- recommendations for the Panel to re-

ties with acquisition statutory provi- view.
-Contract Formation sions.
-Contract Administration Rear Admiral Vincent established a
-Other DOD Acquisition Issues From these sources, the task force task force at DSMC to support Panel
-Socioeconomic Issues identified more than 850 statutory pro- efforts. The task force was primarily
-Intellectual Property visions for review under the provisions responsible for conducting the research
-Standards of Conduct. guiding the Advisor Panel. The ap- to support each working group. In ad-

proach used tried to minimize the pos- dition, the task force developed recoin-
The Panel established a working sibilitv of missing any important statu- mended operating procedures for the

group for each of these areas. Each tory provisions. As a result, the task Panel. The task force was also re-
wvorking group consists of two Panel force identified many statutory provi- sponsible for all administrative func-
members (one from the public and sions that were marginally related to tions associated with running a panel
one from the private sector). the acquisition process. Subsequently. under the Federal Advisory Commit-

the Panel decided that action on many tees Act (FACA).
Preliminary Research of these marginal statutory provisions

would not specifically promote the ob- For the first 9 months, the Panel
During the time before the first Ad- jectives the Congress set forth. So the met about once a month. In June 1992.

visorv Panel meeting, RADM Vincent numberofstatutorypro\visionsthe Panel the Panel began meeting for an aver-
established at DSMC a cadre who con- reviewed in depth was a lesser number. age of 3 days per month. Following this
ducted preliminary research to aid the schedule, the Panel met its mandated
Panel in starting up quickly. One task Panel Operations completion date. They sent the final
assigned to the DSMC cadre was iden- report to the USD(A). By lanuary 15,
tifying the universe of laws the Panel The Advisory Panel, under the di- 1993.theSecretarvofDefensewilltrans-
needed to review. rection of RADM Vincent, established mit the final report to the Congress in

a 3-tier arrangement to accomplish its accordance with the provision of Sec-
Through the years, there have been objectives tion 800 of the Authorization Act.

several attempts to define the universe
of laws relating to DOD acquisition. In 0rganization- Division if Labor At the first meeting, the Panel estab-
the early I 970s. ,a study identified more p lished the boundaries of the study and
than 4,000 statutory provisions (Public established a scheme for subdividing
Laws and U.S. Code sections) appli- the work (the six working groups previ-
cable to DOD. IHowever, this data base ouslv defined). As a result, the task
was too outdated for the Advisory Panel force categorized the statutor, provi-
to use for its purposes. sions by these working groups. Then,

G 0the working groups identified and pri-
second data source was a report 0 ontized their top areas of interest which

entitled "l.aws Relating to Federal Pro- are shown below:
curement." Biannually, the I louse Armed A

Services Committee prepares this re- -Contract Formation
port identifing many of the statutory -Competitive Statutory Provisions
provisions governing DOD acquisition. -Truth in Negotiations Act

-Research and Development
The DSMC task force conducted a -Procurement Protest

kev word search for acquisition-related The Advisorv Panel was the deci- --Other Contract Formation
terms in a FAR/DFARS data base. This sion-making body. They met regularly Statutory Provisions
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----ContmctAdministration sions. These abstracts describe con- out this review process. The purpose
----Contract Payment gressional intent and identify majorac- of this "last look" was to ensure that
---Cost Principles quisition issues associated with the laws. the individual decisions made over many
---Contract Audit and Access to In addition, the task force prepared five months were consistent with one an-

Records legislative histories for major legisla- other--and with the Panel's goals and
-- Cost Accounting Standards tire acts (i.e., TINA, CICA). objectives.
-- Administration of Contract

Provisions relating to Price, In reviewing the major statutory pro- Final Report
Delivery and visions, the working groups typically

-- Product Quality began the process with a legislative his- The Advisory Panel submitted its
---Claims and Disputes tory and a literature search. Then, the final report to USD(A). The Secretary
-- Extraordinary Contractual Relief working groups solicited comments from of Defense will transmit the report to

the acquisition community and other the Congress by lanuary 15, 1993. He
---Other DOD Acquisition Issues interested parties, often through the use may attach any comments the admin-
-- Major Systems of Federal Register notices or question- istration feels are appropriate; however,
-- Testing naires. Specific inputs were obtained the report is to be forwarded as written.
-- Service Specific from departmental staffs, trade asso-
-- Brooks ActAVamer Amendment ciations and governmental agencies with After the report is sent to the Con-
----CommercialActivities particular expertise, such as the Air Force gress, there will be another article in
-- Industrial Base/ManTech Contract Law Center. Where appropri- the Program Manager summarizing the
-- Fuel ate, the working groups held hearings conclusions and recommendations.
-- Fiscal or other public meetings to ensure that
-- Miscellaneous a wide range of opinions was consid-

ered. These inputs were important in
-- Socioeconomic Issues framing the working groups' specific
-- Public Policy recommendations to the Panel. Before
-- Simplified Acquisition Threshold making any decision on these recom-
-- Labor and Equal Opportunity mendations, however, Panel members
-- Small and Disadvantaged often asked their immediate staffs to

Business Preferences coordinate comments from their own
-- Protection of the Environment organizations. At the conclusion of its
-- Miscellaneous Socioeconomic deliberations, the Panel reviewed in toto

Statutory Provisions the tentative decisions reached through-

-Intellectual Property
-- Technical Data
---Technology Transfer
-- U.S. Competitiveness Standards of Intellectual
-- Patent Infringement Conduct Property

(131)

-- Standards of Conduct
-- Procurement Fraud
-- Ethics
-- Procurement Policy and

Government Property Task Force-- Miscellaneous Standards of (118) m y SocioeconomicConduct Statutory Provisions• (114)

Figure 1 indicates how the various ,q
statutory provisions were distributed
among the working groups for their re-
view.

Contract
Administration

In support of the working groups, (108)
the task force prepared 92 legislative Other DaD

Acquisition Issuesabstracts covering 181 statutory provi- (220)
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THE AMERICAN GOLDEN
RULE: PAST AND PRESENT

John F. Leonard

nside the Washington beltway, bu- A review of federal budget development post of Superintendent of Finance and.
Sreaucrats and politicians define the will help us understand how we got later, in 1784 a Treasury Board: but

golden rule as "he who has the gold where we are and what forces play in control was elusive without the power
rules." He who has the gold in Wash- the budget process. to tax. The Federalists exploited this
ington is. in turn, defined by the an- weakness during the national debate
nual federal budget. The annual bud- Founding and Forming Years concerning the proposed constitution
get has significant influence in fora federal government. Inescapable
determining where power rests in the The golden rule of government and logic told them the right of a nation "to
bureaucracy, the struggle for dominance it implies is procure a regular and adequate supply

an American tradition. A basic contest of revenue" was "an indispensable in-
In this century the budget has in- over budgetar authorit ignited colo- gredient in every constitution."

creased dramatically in complexityand nial America. starting the Revolution-
controversy. For people in Defense arvWar.' In the American colonies of Ineffectiveness of the Confederation
Department acquisition, the budget the early I770s, colonial legislatures and financial problems caused by the
and accompanyiin ancial control determined and provided salaries and Revolutionary War led to adoption of
system appear illogical. distracting and spending authority of the king's ap- the U.S. Constitution in 178). Article
a necessary evil to get the job done. pointed governor and other officials. 1. Section 8. gives the Congress power
We pay attention because we know a Thi- gave the legislatures virtual con- to "lay and collect taxes, duties, im-
favorable position in the budget is trol of the king's men. Parliament. in posts. and excises, to pay the debts
critical to continue and accomplish an attempt to breakthe power ofcolo- and provide for the common defense
our mission. Erratic behavior and nial legislatures, passed the Stamp Act andgeneralwelfareof the UnitedStates."
uncertainty of the budget process in- and tea taxes; money collected would The Constitution was the first milestone
creases the cost of government acqui- be controlled by the English govern- in developing the American budget pro-
sition and makes normal business plan- ment and used for salaries and other cess-for the first time the federal gov-
ning nearly impossible for defense activities of royal appointees. If these eminent had the power to collect taxes
contractors. The process is difficult taxes were left to stand, the political and decide how to spend them.
to deal with and wasteful. Why is the power in America would have shifted
budget process like this? from the colonial leislatures to the king's The first Congress saw the Treasury

men. Unwilling to accept this, the co- Department as a legislative asency: and.
The budget process developed in- lonial political leaders resisted. precipi- in fact. Secretary of the Treasury

crementally. It has changed, becom- tating action that resulted in the Revo- Alexander Hamilton operated as an of-
ing more complex as circumstance lutionary War. ficer of the Congress.' In his first two
dictates and continues to change in reports to the Congress. Hamilton rec-
response to conflicting political forces. Independence resulted in a con- ommended full funding of the national

federacy form of government for the debt. assumption of the states' wardebts.
new United States. That government and a tax plan to pay for them. These
was at the mercy of the states for reports started the never-endingAmenri-

Mr. Leonard is a professor of engi- spending funds, because it could not can struggle reigardingwhere the money
nfxcring munagement. Integrative Pro- directly raise revenue to pay for its comes from and how it will be spent.
gram Management Department. at the legitimate expenses.' Trying to control I lamilton's proposals were adopted, but
Defense S.'ystems Management College. finances, the Congress established the not before he struck I deal with Tho-
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mas lefferson concerning location of the Senate. The Treasury Department.
the new capital city. in its role as agent of the Congress.

supported both committees. The Con-
In the years between the first Con- gress appropriated funds on an annual

gress and the Civil War, members of basis and a line-item basis. The Ex-

the Federalist Party and successors ecutive Branch did. however, gain par-
strived to support, with the use of pro- tial control of the budget when. in 1820
tective tariffs, development of the newk and 1842, the Congress passed laws
Union with roads, rivers, harbors, bea- allowing limited administration trans-
cons, canals and other internal improve- fer of surplus funds from one account
ments. One successor, the Whigs, was to another. At the outbreak of the Civil
a strong advocate of government spend- War, the process was stable and in
ing to foster industrial expansion. congressional hands. Like other as-

pects of American life. the budget pro-
On the other hand, members of the cess underwent change during the Civil

Democratic-Republican Party (later War.
called the Democratic Party) favored a
balanced budget, lower tariffs to sup- It is interesting that the Constitution
port Southern agriculture, and minimal of the Confederate States prohibited
government involvement in running the • protective tariffs and spending for in-
country's finances. This established a ternal improvements, items long fought
system `',hereby the Northern states, against by Southern Democrats. The
which wanted tariffs to protect emerg- Confederate Constitution recognized the
ing industry, and the Western states. need for more administrative control
which wanted internal improvements, by giving the president power to veto
were in conflict with the Southern states part of a bill without invalidating the
which wanted lower tariffs. In 1830 a whole bill. This gave lefferson Davis.
protective tariff law was passed: it was president of the Confederate States. the
so extreme that it was called the "Tariff line-item veto, a significant budget power
of Abomination" by Southerners. South never given any U.S. President.
Carolina passed a law nullifying the
tariff. To prevent a confrontation be- Legacy of Civil War
tween state and federal forces, which
President Jackson was ready to do. the As the nation divided. President
Congress passed the Compromise Tar- Abraham Lincoln assumed power of
iff of 1833 which reduced the offensive the purse and directed the Treasury
tariffs. Department to provide S2 million to

the military. With the Congress ad-
Another key part of the Democrats' journed. the president saw his actions

budget philosophywas that government as essential for national defense.
borrowing and resulting interest pay- Lincoln's action typifies how the war
ments presented a clear case of redis- required the Executive Branch to be
tribution of wealth from the poor to the United States. lackson and his Demo- more flexible and timely in financial
rich. Deficit spending and government crat followers believed this kind of gov- matters. War necessities forced the
involvement in private finance was seen ernmental activity was contrary to the Congress to authorize "lump sum ap-
as a burden on the people, support to purpose of government, and it posed a propriation, spending in excess of au-
the rich and an influence that distorted danger to democracy. thorization and appropriation. trans-
the judgment of the Congress. Andrew fers. revolving funds perpetuated by
lackson's veto of the Bank Renewal With these competing forces in play reimbursements and more'." The ad-
Bill illustrates the Democrats' philoso- in the early- and mid- 1800s. the gov- ministration gained flexibility to act with
phy. His eloquent veto justification ernment had balanced budgets based general. not specific. appropriation ac-
condemnedthe Bankofthe UnitedStates on revenue, mostly from protective tar- tions from the Congress.
not for its practical purpose but be- iff. The Congress controlled taxingand
cause it put much public money into the distribution processes through the For the first time. an income tax w.'as
pockets of men already made rich bv Ways and Means Committee in the levied bv the Congress to help pay for
the government-protected Bank of the Htouse and the Finance Committee in the war: it accounted for 25 percent of
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revenues in 1800. The tax expired in swer in an executive budget controlled
1872, but the Supreme Court unani- by a central budget office under the
mously judged it constitutional in 1881 president. ' Others saw it in the return
(Springer vs. United States).- of strong Appropriation Committees. The

Congress decided to do both: establish
Finances of the war overwhelmed an executive budget and to strengthen

both the Ways and Means and the power of the Appropriation Commit-
Finance Committecs. At the end of the tees. This mixed solution of strength-
war, the Senate and the House formed ening both the executive and legisla-
Appropriations Committees to decide tive powers resulted in the Budget and
who would spend the public funds: AccountingAct of 1921.
former committees maintained respon-
sibility for determining methods to gen- Second Major Milestone in
erate revenues. The Appropriations Budget Development
Committees provided cential-point con-
trol of most government spending (pen- The Act of 19 '21 was a fundamental
sions and other permanent appropria- change for the budgetary process. The
tions were under other committees).s president now had responsibility and
As Appropriations Committees became power to send his recommended an-
more powerful they interfered with de- nual budget to the Congress. Though
cisions of too many other committees. the Congress retained power to approve
As a result, the Congress severely di- or modify the budget. for the first time
minished their responsibilities and au- the president became an official player

thority and spread the budget process in the budget process. Henceforth, the
among several committees." Lack of process would start with the president's
central control eventually caused in- recommended budget: and he would
creased spending. deficits and cries for control estimates given to the Congress.
reform.

Two agencies were established to
Emergence of Reform support the new budget process: the

Bureau of the Budget and the General
In 1894, the Congress passed an Accounting Office (GAO). The GAO

income tax bill, reacting to low rev- was established as an arm of the Con-
enues from the 1893 depression, from gress to audit and account for expendi-
increased government spending, and tures, a role Treasury had since 1789.
from a rising populist sentiment. Be-
fore the tax went into effect, it was The Bureau of the Budget supported
declared unconstitutional. Ignoring the the president in preparing his budget.
precedent of Springer vs. United States, The Bureau answered to the president
the Supreme Court declared all income and could call department heads into
tax to be direct tax and. therefore, un- conference. It successfully insulated
constitutional unless levied among the itself from Treasury Department con-
States according to population. trol (though the Act had located it in

Treasury).4  The Bureau was the
Costs of being an emerging world and collect taxes" from income, what- president's office for analyzing depart-

power were more than traditional meth- ever the source. mental requests. This new control of
ods of taxation could handle. In I I of budget requests increased the president's
17 years between 1894 and 1911. the Though revenues increased signifi- direct control over the departments.
budget showed a deficit, created mostly cantly, the new tax w\'as insufficient to
by the Spanish American War and the balance deficits caused bv World War In 1920 and 19)22. the Congress re-
Panama Canal."' This trend was seen I. Between 1917 and 1019 the na- stored The Appropriations Committees
as alarming and resulted in the Con- tional debt grew from SI1.2 billion to to their former powers. Duringthegood
gress passing the single- sentence I Oth S25.5 billion.' The Congress needed a times of the lN20s, the Bureau of the
Amendment in 1909. After ratification new solution to control and reduce go'- Budget and The Appropriation Coin-
by the States in 19 13, the federal gov- ernment spending. Some reformers, mittees lessened government spending
ernment had unlimited power to "lay like William Willoughby. saw the an- and appeared to be doing what they
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were designed to do.I- Then. the De- rected to be used by all departments to
pression hit. prepare budget estimates. Social Secu-

rity overwhelmed and distorted the bud-
Redefinition of Deficits: The get, a condition still with us. The PPBS
Third Milestone proved to be too complex to implement

and is now used only by the Defense
The Depression changed the eco- Department in a modified form. 20' The

nomic culture. Deficits were not bad: administration's experience with PPBS
they were the countrv's salvation. "The probably caused confusion and loss of
emphasis shifted from matching spend- traditional procedures.
ing and revenue at the lowest possible
level to manipulation of the difference Richard Nixon instituted Manage-
between them."I" Government spend- ment By Objectives (MBO). oversaw
ing increased, especially on social pro- transition of the Bureau of the Budget

grams unique to American history. By to the Office of Management and Bud-
the end of the 1930s, the major ques- get (OMB). defied the Congress by im-
tion for the Bureau of the Budget and pounding appropriated funds, and
the Appropriation Committees was asked caused the emergence of a more politi-
by V.O. Key. fr.: "On what basis shall it cal OMB. "The budget became a cru-
be decided to allocate x dollars to ac- cial battleground between Congress and
tivitv A instead of activity B?"'' World the President. and the understandings
War I1 interrupted consideration of the upon which the executive budget had
question. been based broke down."'I The Con-

gress reacted by passing the Congres-
During the war, there was no effort sional Budget and Impoundment Act

to control the budget: but. following it, of 1974, the fourth major milestone in
balancing the budget again became a developing the budget process.
priority. Changes had occurred: the
Budget Bureau grew from 40 personnel. The 1974 Act reorganized how the
when it was transferred to the Execu- Congress approved appropriations and
tive Office of the President in 1939, to 8It,,OIJ gave it an analytical capability by es-
000 at the end of the war. The Full tablishing the Congressional Budget
Employment Act of 1940 made it offi- Office (CBO). The CBO gave the Con-
cial: henceforth the federal government gress a new power it exercised in 1980
would be responsible for the nation's and 1982: the power to write their own
economy. Key's question was again budget if the president's does not suit
being discussed, and some interesting them."2 To fulfill responsibilities, the
solutions proposeds." The Bureau of Congress felt it had to establish an agency
the Budget continued to be dominated within its direct control to provide a
by competent, politically neutral service that clearly, by Constitutien and
experts." law, should have been provided by the

Executive Branch.
Spending levels were higher than

before the war, but so were revenues. limmy Carter brought zero-based
The war acclimated America to large budgeting to the budget process. It did
budgets. During the Harry Truman, not work well and was abandoned as
Dwight Eisenhower and john Kennedy MBO and PPBS were after Carter left
presidencies the balanced budget and office.
traditional budget process were largely
maintained, though President Kennedy Gramm-Rudman-Hollings
started a trend of small deficits.

merged into the general revenue fund; During the Ronald Reagan presi-
The Political Budget Process the Bureau of the Budget management dency, one generally could count on a

began to think they were not "political" yearly budget struggle that resulted in
During the Lyndon lohnson admin- enough: and the Programming, Plan- an increasing deficit. To turn this trend.

istration, the Social Security fund was ning. Budgeting System (PPBS) was di- the Congress passed the Balanced Bud-
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get and Emergency Deficit Control Act Cut,; mav not come in 1993 or 1994,
of 1984, better known as Gramm- but they will come. The last word is.
Rudman-Hollings. Basically. it required "Be prepared."
automatic cuts in spending if OMB and
CBO reviews showed the Congress deficit Endnotes
target was not being met. For various
reasons, the law was generally ineffec- 1. Aaron Wildavsky, The New Politics
tive in lowering deficits., of the BLudgetarv, Process. (Glenview, Ill.:

Scott. Foresman and Company. 1988)
In 1990, Gramm-Rudman-Hollings pp. 35-37.

was replaced by the Budget Enforce- \
ment Act (BEA). This law allows higher 2. Articles of Confederation and Perpetual
deficits and future adjustments that con- Union Between the States, Article VIII.
siderably weaken the fight against the Article VIlI states expenses "shall be
deficit. 24 It essentially accepts high defi- defrayed out of a common treasury,
cits as legitimate budget policy but pro- which shall be supplied by the several
vides some restraint to how high the \ states." There is no other source of
deficit can go. However, despite mili- funding given in the Articles of Confed-
tary spending below BEA limits, the eration.
BEA is in jeopardy. The Congress may
modify or replace it in 1993 due to the 3. Alexander Hamilton, "Federalist No.
sluggish economy.2ý 30." in Clinton Rossiter, ed.. The Fed-

eralist Papers, (New York: Penquin
Proliferation of congressional com- Group, 196 1); p. 188.

mittees and government agencies and
the dichotomy of executive- and con- 4. le/y McCaffery. "The Development
gressional-favored interest groups ap- of Public Budgeting in the United States,"
pear to establish more governmental Lin Ralph Clark Chandler, A Centennial
"needs" than the country can pay for. History of the American Administrative
Deficits are out of control and attempts State, (New York: Free Press. 1987): p.
to control them are easily thwarted. 356.

The current national debt is $4 tril- D. 5. lackson, Andrew, "Veto of the Bank
lion, about $16,000 for each man. ' Renewal Bill." in Richard Heffner. ed..
woman and child in the country. A Documentar, Histon, of the United

States, (New York: New American Li-
Conclusion and brarv 1965); pp.91-100.
Recommendations

6. Lucius Wilmerding. quoted by
The present budget crisis is reach- where a dramatic solution mustbe used Wildavsky, The New Politics of the

ing its pinnacle. The latest debt total is to solve the problem. History implies Budgetar, Process, p. 48.
broadcasted by CBS weekly. showing that a restructuring of the budget sys-
the numbersclimbrapidlyasyouwatch. tem is coming, one to establish clear 7. Alfred Kelly, Winfred Harbison, and
Ross Perot re-entered the presidential congressional authority to replace that Herman Belz, The American Constitu-
race because other candidates were not of the congressional committee, inter- tion: Its Origins and Development,
addressing the deficit issue to his satis- est group and govemment agency triad. 6th ed., (New York: W. W. Norton and
faction. The Brookings Institution de- It is debatable when this restructuring Company, 1983); 412.
dares the deficit a block to addressing will start; but the new Congress may be
national issues and providing capital a reasonable guess, especially with the 8. Wildavsky, The New Politics of the
to our industries.20 The Washington Democrats in the White House. It will Budgetan' Process, 49.
Post declares the deficit to be "a calam- be a painful, maybe fatal, process for
ity of historic proportions that could interest groups, especially those asso- 9. McCaffery. 3W0.
alter the destiny of the United States."'!: cated with defense. The military bud-

get is the largest discretionary funding 10. Kellyetal. pp. 413-414.
Like the budget crisis of 100 years block and probably will be assaulted,

ago, ours today has reached the point perhaps to unreasonable levels. II. McCaffery, 3)1.
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PROCUREMENT OF MAJOR
WEAPON SYSTEMS

Lieutenant Colonel Michael E. Heberling, USAF, Ph.D.

Major T. Scott Graham, USAF, Ph.D.

any weapon system acqui- quisition regulations. We base our market condition as one could imag-
sition problems stem from procurement laws and procedures on inc. In reality, the defense industry

the mistaken assumption that the de- the central theme of competition and operates in an environment known
fense industry operates in a free-mar- a free market. This presupposes that: as a monopsony. Here, there are
ket environment. Laws and regula- many sellers (one will be successful)
tions stressing competition mirror the I. No buyer or seller can influence and one buyer (the federal govern-
commercial marKetplace where there price ment) which dictates total demand.
are many buyers and many sellers. 2. There is easy entry and exit into
The defense industry is, in reality, a the market Entry into the defense market is
monopsony that has many sellers and 3. There is a supply-and-demand difficult. There are numerous barri-
one buyer-the federal government, relationship ers such as unique reporting require-
Game theory provides an alternative 4. The marketplace determines profit ments, political considerations, fed-
approach for analyzing major defense with no essential relationship to eral regulations and security clearances.-
acquisitions based on actual condi- cost.' The sheer sizes of the projects serve as
tions. It addresses the conflicting in- a deterrent. Only a handful of compa-
terests and options for the defense The realm of major system pro- nieswouldevencontemplatesuch large
contractors and the government. curement is about as far from a free- projects as making a Nimitz class air-

Defense Market

The defense industry is frequently FREE MARKET MONOPSONY
the focus of criticism by news media.the Congres an critheis publiewforecosSmall-Dollar Items Major Weapon Systemsthe Congress and the public for cost

overruns and unethical business prac- Many Small Buyers One Large Buyer (DOD)
tices. Their performance is measured
erroneously by the ideal standards of Many Small Suppliers Very Few, Large Suppliers
a free-market environment. Unfortu- Large Quantities, Low Dollar Small Quantity, High Dollar
nately, there is a major discrepancy Free Movement In/Out Barriers to Entry/Exit
between the defense market environ- Prices Set by Marginal Prices Proportional to
ment and the assumptions of our ac- Costs and Utility Total Costs; also

Performance Requirements
Dictate Costs

Lieutenant Colonel Htberling is head Labor Highly Mobile Labor Not Mobile
omten Gpadutmen thAcuirsForeIti - Market Smoothly Reaches Erratic Behavior Due to
mtnt Department at the Air Force Insti- Equilibrium Budget Uncertainties
tute of Tech nolo0gv (AFIT).

Major Graham is the director of the Market Shifts Rapidly Extremely Long Market
Graduate Contract Management Program Development
at AFIT. Market Sets Prices Buy-In to Available Budget
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craft carrier, an M1X missile or a B-2 below-cost offer a boon to the tax-
bomber. payer."' However, when the defense

contractor intends to shift the
Exit can be difficult. For example, underpricing back to the government

defense work requires a large over- during contract performance, the prac-
head. This makes the defense tice becomes illegal.
contractor's prices unattractive in the
commercial marketplace. In addition, Former Deputy Assistant Secretary
large investments in specialized equip- of Defense lacques Gansler summa-
ment and personnel will tend to hinder rizes the situation: "Each firm is re-
easy conversion to the private sec- quired to bid unrealistically low, since
tor. the whole issue is winning. Only large

multibillion dollar firms can afford to
The business operations in the de- play this game. History has shown

fense industry deviate significantly from that such an auction leads inevitably
conventional free-market theory. All to program cost growth. The win-
too often political considerations rather ner-now the only supplier-begins
than price establish the elasticity of to encourage technical or program
demand. In the defense market, the changes. The firm then prices these
"invisible hand" of free-market forces changes on a noncompetitive basis."'
and the notions of competition do
not apply. Instead, we find what lems. The failure of the federal gov- Firms that win through the buy-in
Peterson calls the "illusory hand" of ernment to acknowledge the true na- process expect to recoup their losses
political economics.' ture of the defense industry is largely in one of two ways. The first method

responsible for many of the scandal- is through unnecessary or excessively
Yet, in spite of the true monopsonistic ous procurement stories. These in- priced changes after award. Follow-

nature of the defense industry, we con- cdude buy-ins and cost overruns. As on contracts provide the other ve-
tinue to base legislation and regulatory an alternative to the current treat- hicle. Lucrative profits are now pos-
guidance on free-market theory. Ac- ment of major system acquisition, the sible with no threat from competition.
cording to Fox, "Neither the defense government should consider the use Buying in inevitably leads to cost
industry nor defense programs are gov- of game theory in the selection pro- growth. When this occurs, the
erned by the free market: defense ac- cess. This approach accommodates government faces a dilemma. The
quisition programs rarely offer incen- the monopsonistic nature of major options to address this problem
tives resembling those of the acquisitions. It acknowledges the include:
commercial marketplace.",' nonmarket forces that actually gov-

ern the process. -Increasing the funding
The professed goal is to stimulate -Reducing the quantities

and preserve a fully competitive set- Background on -Canceling the program.
ting for all DOD procurements. Laws Major Weapon System
based on the four assumptions of free Acquisition It becomes obvious that the ex-
markets (presented earlier) are ap- pected benefits of competition do not
propriate for small-dollar items. The general perception is that appear. Problems result because the
However, the assumptions are not valid competition will afford the govern- major systems portion of the defense
for major system acquisitions.7 ment the lowest-priced, highest-qual- industry does not operate in a free-

ity goods and services. However, com- market environment. Enacting more
Table 1, modified from Gansler) petition has a negative side. Many stringent legislation (again erroneously

presents the dichotomy of defense defense contractors feel compelled to based on free-market assumptions)
procurement. The table highlights submit bids below cost in an attempt to rectify the situation will prove equally
some significant differences between to buy into government programs.' unsuccessful.
free-market and major defense acqui-
sition environments. Firms will buy in for several rea- Game Theory as an

sons. When a firm is willing to ac- Alternative
When we try to regulate the cept a loss because it expects to re-

monopsonistic portion of the defense coup in the commercial market, this Game theory considers the actions
industrywith laws based on free-market is an accepted practice. The General of two or more parties, each having
concepts, we must expect serious prob- Accounting Office (GAO) regards a conflicting interests. They can take
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actions independently in choos- move in this game. and all
ing one or two alternatives. The firms move at the same time.
outcomes (or payoffs) are usu- The w,'inner of thc first move
ally displayed in a matrix. This Above Cost ends the game.
represents the possible com- o C-Plover objective-The goal
binations of their individual '• Strategy "a" of each defense contractor is
choices.` • At Cost to win. This can occur above

"": Strategy "b" cost. at cost or below cost.
To analzecompetitive situ- L Below Cost Obviously, each contractor

ations, game theory requires a rBe-ltw proodure T Strategy "c"sprefers a pricing strategy above
three-step procedure. These cost. We can collectively
steps include: consider all competing firms

as one player in the game.
-Understanding strategies Demand 0 (Fixed Quantity) The government's goal. as the

open to each player. This is other player. is to have a winner
usually accomplished by that selects either the above-
displaying the information in a matrix. In modeling the defense procure- cost or at-cost strategy. The

-Understanding how well-off each of ment environment using game theory government wants to avoid the
you will be for all combinations of criteria, we can make several assump- unrealistic and risky low-pricing
strategies. tions. These include: strategy of buy-ins. The buyer is

-Analyzing options to determine the neutral on which competing firm xins
preferred course of action. This -Noncooperative nature-Because this the contract.
decision must account for the most is a winner-take-all situation.
likely strategy, of each opposing collusion is not a factor. Rules of the Game

player. -Rationality--On the part of all the
contractors and the government With the assumptions established.

The literature on game theory rarely buyer. we can nowv look at factors influenc-
considers the buyer as a player. This -Intelligence-Each competing firm ing pricing strategy. Contractors will
situation occurs because the recognizes that the other firms and base their pricing strategy on the ex-
monopsonistic condition, where one the buyer are rational. pected actions of their competition.
buyer dominates, is rare in the com- -Incomplete information-A case could To win, a contractor must undercut
mercial marketplace. Game theory lit- be made for complete or incomplete all competition. This is a w,'inner-
erature tends to focus on the oligopolistic information: however, using Moothy's take-all game where market share is
case, where there are several produc- criteria, the incomplete information not a factor. Since the contractor is
ers and numerous buyers. Consequently, case best applies: rational and intelligent, he will pursue
individual buyers will have little influ- -Firms do not know the the same strategy. The question then
ence on an oligopolistic firm. This is motivations of their competitors becomes how low will each contrac-
not the case in major defense systems -Firms often do not know the tor be willing to go below cost to win.
acquisition. In the defense technological capabilities of
monopsonistic casethe buyerdoes have their competitors In the case on defense contract-
a major influence. Consequently. when -Firms differ in their ing. the pricing level is frequently a
game theory is applied to the defense knowledge of the wvorld.'• function of the behavior by the gov-
industry, it must address the influence -Fixed demand-The government fixes eminent buyer.
of the government as well. In the pro- the quantity.
curement of major weapon systems, the -Number of moves-There is only one Therefore, we must view the govern-
actions of the defense ment as another player
contractors are influ- in this game. To date.
enced in two ways. The its official position has
first and most obvious been to play a pas-
source comes from other "lyr" sive role, assuming
competing contractors. Playe 1 Player 1 AN Player 2 "competition in a free
H o we v e r, each - market" w,,ill yield the
contractor is also influ- Contractor A Winning Bu r nately this frequently
enced by h ow the gov- Contractor B Contractor Buyebet results un•fotu-
ernment acts or fails to (Govt) results in buy-ins. Not
act. Contractor C only is there no pen-
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altv when this occurs, but contractors The results from estimating options
are frequently rewarded. are three bids, all below cost. Firm A

will be far below cost. Ironically, fed-
Contractors will only bid below cost eral law does not allow for the exclu-

when they feel they can recoup losses. sion of a bidder based on a price that is
This will occur through changes in the below the government's estimate.!' Even
scope of the work or with follow-on though the government knows that a
contracts. To minimize this option, the buy-in occurred. Firm A will get the
government can do the following: contract. This illustration parallels ýi

real case. In the early 1980s. the Air
-Strive to have firm, well-established Force needed a replacement for the ag-

specifications before contract award. ingT-37 traineraircraft. The T-40 could
Vague specifications lead to be built by a number of aircraft manu-
numerous and potentially overpriced facturing companies. One of these was
changes. the Fairchild Republic Company.

-Limit the use of noncompetitive, Fairchild needed this contract. They
follow-on contracts. Price the primary were about to deliver their last A-10
contract and the follow-on contracts Thunderbolt II ("Warthog") aircraft, and
together and adhere to these they had no other majorcontracts. Their
agreements after award. cost proposal was low. Fairchild won

the contract. However. almost imme-
Contractors may not perceive the diately they had problems. The S3.0

government has changed "the rules of billion, 050 aircraft T-46 program was
the game." at least in the short run. canceled in 1986 after four years of
However, recent cancellation of the Navy work and an investment of Soo0 mil-
A- 12 Avenger II program shows the Dc- lion. The reasons cited were poor per-
fense Department will no longer oper- formance, schedule delays and cost
ate on a business-as-usual basis. After overruns.',
a $3. 1 billion investment, this was the buy in. The government also knows
largest and most costly weapons pro- the other firms. "B" and"C." are aware In this example, applying free-mar-

gram evercanceled." This action shows of this fact. Since there are no second ket assumptions to a monopsony had
the government can bean active player chances for bidding, each contractor tragic results. In the case of the T-4o,
in the weapons system acquisition game. will base his bid on what he expects everyone lost-the Air Force. Fairchild

the other contractors to do. All posi- Republic and the taxpayers. Using
The government has other options tioning and estimating are done inde- the principles of game tneory, the out-

that can prevent or at least lessen the pendently by each firm before the ac- come was very, predictable. This
nevative effects of underbidding. Asan tual bid. As stated earlier, since this is example shows that it is in the
illustration of the problem with the cur- a winner-take-all award. collusion is government's best interest to be a player
rent system, consider the case where not in the interest of any of the firms. in the major weapon system acquisi-
there are three firms seeking a major tion game.
weapons contract. All
three are technically ca- Admiral Hyman G.
pable of doing the work. Rickover suggested an al-
However. Firm "A" has no temative that has interest-
work in the near future: ing game theory implica-
its only major contract will Competitor's Pricing Strategy tions. He suggested the
finish in four months. If Above Cost At Cost Below Cost contract award should go
this firm doesn't get this to the second low bidder
contract, it will be forced Above Lose Lose when a buy-in occurs. This
to lay! off core engineers _ _Cost determination could be
as well as many of its most " made based on a "should
experienced workers. Cost W in Lose cost" estimate or through

some other means.
The government cor-

rectlv assumes Firm A will Below W in W in ? Under these conditions
be the one most likely to Cost the strategies foreach con-
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tractor would change. It is no longer a 4. Ibid.. p. i.
viable option to take the suicidal dive
below cost in their proposals. Each 5. Blair A. Peterson, "The Defense In-
contractor is now playing against the dustry: An Illusion of a Free Market."
other contractors and the unknown gov- National Contract Management Journal,
ernment estimate. Although it might Vol. 20, Winter 1987, pp. 105-112.
be somewhat nebulous, there is a lower
limit for the cost proposals. He wants 6. 1. Ronald Fox. The Defense Manage-
to be below his competition but above ment Challenge, Boston, Mass.,
the government estimate. Under these Harvard Business School Press, 1988.
conditions, there is no incentive to un- p. 300.
derbid: in fact, it could be detrimental
to his chance of winning. The contrac- 7. Peterson, p. 106.
tor now has only two viable pricing
strategies: bidding above cost or bid- 8. lacques S. Gansler. Affording De-
ding at cost. The elimination of the fense, Cambridge. Mass.. The MIT
below-cost strategy for all players illus- Press, 1989, p. 159.
trates the dominance rule of game theory.
If one or more strategy is always supe- 9. Prospere S. Virden and fames P.
rior to another, the "dominated" strat- Gallatin, "Buying-In: The Downside
egy may be eliminated from the ma- of Competition," Contract Management.
trix.1' In Figure 4, the three-by-three example, dual sourcing with a guaran- November 1984, pp. 5-7.
matrix would result in a simpler and teed share for each player adds the
desirable two-by-two matrix for con- element of potential collusion to the 10. Ibid., p. 6.
tractors and the government, game.

11. Ibid.
Conclusion Endnotes

12. Roy I. Lewicki and loseph A.
By using game theory to solve the 1. Michael N. Beltramo, "Is Competi- Litterer, Negotiation, Homewood, Ill..

major acquisition sourcing problem, tion Hurting Technology?" Military Lo- Invin, 1985, p. 35.
all parties are better off. The compet- gistics Forum, October 1987, pp. 42-
ing contractors will be far less likely 46. 13. K. S. Moothy. "UsmngGameTheor'
to buy in. This, in turn, reduces the to Model Competition," Journal of
probability of a cost overrun. The 2. Jacques S. Gansler, The Defense In- Marketing Research, Vol. XXII. August
budgeting process will be more accu- dustry, Cambridge, Mass., The MIT 1985, pp. 262-282.
rate, and the entire program will be Press, 1980, p. 46.
more sti,,Ae. 14. David C. Morrison, "Deep-Sixing

3. Ibid. the A- 12," Government Executive, March
Game theory helps 1991.p. 30.

solve the major system
acquisition problem 15. Virden and
based on the actual Gallatin. p. 76.
monopsonistic market
conditions. Ourpresent Competitor's "B" "C" Pricing Strategy 16. David M. North.
acquisition legislation "Congressional Im-
and regulatoryguidance Above Cost At Cost Below Cost passe on T-46 Prompts
perpetuates the mis- B1/C1 B2/C2 B3/C3 NGT Recompetition,'
taken belief that the de- No Longer Aviation Week & Space
fense industry operates Above 2 Lose Technology. October
in a free-market envi- = Cost Al Feasible 27, 1q86. p. 16.
ronment. heoy<my At Win ? No Longer 17.1. D. Williams, They Cost A2 Feasible Compleat Strategvst,prove useful in other .
typesofgovemmentac- Below No Longer No Longer No Longer New York, McGraw-

type of overmentac- elowH ill, 1966O, pp. 6 7-68.

quisition as well. For Cost A3 Feasible Feasible Feasible H
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LEAN PRODUCTION
Lieutenant Colonel Leslie Anderson, USAF

ean production is a new pro-
duction concept developed in

Japan, by Toyota and others, that uses
less of everything compared to clas-
sic mass production-half the human
effort in the factory, half the manu- GM Toyota
facturing space, half the investment Framingham Takaoka
in tools, half the engineering hours to Gross Assembly Hours per Car 40.7 18.0
develop a new product in half the Adjusted Assembly Hours per Car 31.0 16.0
time. It is described in, The Machine Assembly Defects per 100 Cars 130.0 45.0
That Changed the World, which sum-
marizes the Massachusetts Institute Assembly Space per Car 8.1 4.8
of Technology-led International Mo- Inventories of Parts (average) 2 weeks 2 hours
tor Vehicle Program Study of the world-
wide auto industry. Note:

Gross Assembly Hours per Car are calculated by dividing total hours of
The five dimensions to lean pro- effort in the plant by the total number of cars produced.

duction are: running the factory, de- Adjusted Assembly Hours per Car incorporates the adjustments in stan-
signing the product, managing the dard activities and product attributes described in the text.

ychain, dealing with the cus- Assembly Defects per 100 Cars were estimated from the J. D. Power
supply and maning th tercus- initial Quality Survey for 1987.
tomers, and managing the enterprise. Assembly Space per Car is square feet per vehicle per year, corrected for
This paper will address the first three. vehicle size.

Inventories are a rough average for major parts.
Running the Factory

Source: IMVP World Assembly Plant Survey
Classic mass production has cer-

tain characteristics that are different
from lean production. The work has ment used to fabricate parts is highly quickly traces each problem. once dis-
been arranged so the assembly worker accurate, specialized and designed for covered, to its ultimate cause. To do
has only a few well-defined tasks to high volume. Set-up time is mini- this, they employ teams of multiskilled
master, requiring only limited train- mized because the same equipment workers at all levels of the organiza-
ing, and then he is relentlessly disci- produces the same part for extended tion and use highly flexible machines
plined by the pace of the assembly periods of time. A limited number of to produce a great variety of prod-
line. Indirect specialists provide in- products are produced in high vol- ucts. See Figures I and 2 for a sum-
dustrial engineering, manufacturing ume. Each step in the production mary of pertinent indices. Note
engineering, quality inspection, house- process is buffered from the other steps especially the differences in training pro-
keeping, maintenance of equipment by excess capacity, large volumes of vided. The best Ford facilities are able
and tools, and rework. The equip- work in process, and extra people to to approach the best lapanese lean pro-

prevent disruptions. A lean producer ducers, but only with a focused facility
transfers the maximum number of tasks that has a reduced \'ehicle mix to
and responsibilities to workers actu- produce.

Lieutenant Colonel Anderson is a ally adding value to the product on
professor of manufacturing manage- the line. Many indirect specialists Designing the Product
ment, Manufacturing Management De- either go away or exist in greatly re-
partment, Defense Systems Manage- duced numbers. A lean producer has There are four basic differences in
ment College. also developed a quality system that the design methods employed bv mass
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and lean producers. See Figure 3 for
some pertinent performance indices.
lapanese producers run on a 4-year
product development cycle, but their
new target for product development is
24 months.

Japanese Japanese Amer.in All
-Leadership. In the best lean pro- in Japan in N.Amer. N.Amer. Europe

ducers, the project team leader posi- Performance:
tion carries great power and prestige. Productivity (hours/veh.) 16.8 21.2 25.1 362
It is a stepping stone to higher man- Quality (assembly defects/
agement. The team members work 100 vehicles) 60.0 65.0 823 97 0
directly for him and top management
restrains itself from overriding him. Layout:
He is assigned for the duration of the Space (sq. ft./veh./year) 5.7 9.1 7 8 72
project and is often personally identi- Size of Repair Area (as percent
fied with the final product. of assembly space) 4.1 4.9 12.9 14 4

Inventories (days for eight--Teamwork. Product development sample parts) .2 1.6 2 9 2.0

teams are small, tightly knit groups as-

signed to the team for the project dura- Work Force:
tion. The team leader controls their Percent of Work Force in Teams 69.3 71.3 17.3 .6
evaluations and their next assignment, Job Rotation (0 = none,
which is usually to another product 4 = frequent) 3.0 2.7 .9 1.9
development team. Advancement is Suggestions/Employee 61.6 1.4 .4 .4
through demonstrated performance on Number of Job Classes 11.9 8.7 67.1 14.8
multifunctional teams rather than func- Training of New Production
tional specialization. Workers (hours) 380.3 370.0 4E 4 173.3

-- Communication. The team leader's Absenteeism 5.0 4.8 11.7 12.1

job is to force the group to confront all Automation:
the difficult trade-offs they must make Welding (percent if direct steps) 86.2 85.0 76.2 76.6
to come to agreement on the project at Painting (percent of direct steps) 54.6 40.7 33.6 38.2
the beginning of the development pro- Assembly (percent if direct steps) 1.7 1.1 1.2 3.1
cess. Once the team has agreed to the
critical design trade-offs, there is little Source: IMVP World Assembly Plant Sunrv, 1%'): I.D. Power Initial Quality
inclination to reopen the decision un- Sunrev. 1989.
less a major change has occurred. This
results in a large team at the beginning
of the process, which then shrinks as
some specialties are no longer needed. producibility considerations earlier in specification. In some cases, they are
Mass producers start with small teams the process and in a face-to-face man- part of the product development team
that are then augmented to resolve the ner within the team rather than depart- that develops the specifications. Pric-
problems that could have been cleared ment vs. department position papers ing of their pieces is value-based rather
up at the beginning. Another impact requiring top-management intervention. than cost-based. That is, the supplier
is caused by the shuffling of func- and prime start with a target price for a
tional specialists from the team to Managing the Supply Chain product and work through the Work
other projects and the resultant need Breakdown Structure to develop cost
for the new guy to come up to speed The lean producer deals with his targets for each piece. Then, they use
on the program. supplier base in a different manner value engineering and value analysis

than most mass producers. One of techniques to reach a design that will
-Simultaneous Development. The the most striking characteristics is a meet the cost target, while still allowing

product and the manufacturing processes smaller supplier base (hundreds rather the supplier his negotiated profit mar-
are developed at the same time. This than thousands). In addition, the gin. Future-year buys are priced using
allows an early start on tool develop- suppliers provide much of the engi- an aggressive price improvement curve
ment and the ability to address neering after being given a performance with any additional savings going to
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the supplier. This is different than the
arms-length business arrangements typi-
cally followed by the mass producers.
It may partially explain how Toyota is
able to buy 70 percent of the content of European European
its four million vehicles produced yearly Jaanese Ameican Volume Specialist
with only 337 people in parts purchas-
ing; General Motors, with a 30 percent Producers Producers Producers Producers
buy ratio and double the volume, needs
6.000 people. Average Engineering

Hours per New Car
Conclusion (millions) 1.7 3.1 2.9 3.1

Lean production techniques allow Average Development
a manufacturer to offer a broader prod- Time per New Car
uct mix, updated more frequently, at (in months) 46.2 60.4 57.3 59.9
the same or lower costs than tradi- Number of Employees
tional mass-production techniques. in Project Team 485 903 904
However, the transition from mass-
production to lean production is not Number of Body Types
painless or fast. To quote an un- per New Car 2.3 1.7 2.7 1.3
named Toyota ;ource, "We believe Average Ratio of
that our producLion system, with its Shared Parts 18% 38% 28% 30%
many nuances, can be learned by
anyone...but it takes ten years of prac- Supplier Share of
tice under expert guidance." Engineering 51% 14% 37% 32%

Engineering Change
Cost as Share of
Total Die Cost 10-20% 30-50% 10-30%

Ratio of Delayed
Acquisition Products 1 in 6 1 in 2 1 in 3

Review Die Development
Time (months) 13.8 25.0 28.0

Quarterly Prototype Lead Time
FIRST ISSUE (months) 6.2 12.4 10.9

Time from Production
The first issue of DSMC's new refer- Start to First

ced journal, Acquisition Review Quar- Sale (months) 1 4 2
terly (ARQ), will be on the street in
mid-spring. Editors of ARQare looking Return to Normal
for articles representing scholarly ex- Productivity after
amination, disciplined research and New Model (months) 4 5 12
supported empirical experience in the Return to Normal
fields of defense systems management Quality after New
and acquisition management. Model (months) 1.4 11 12

Themes range from Financial Man-
agement to Risk Management to Ac-
quisition Policy through 2000 A. D. Source: Kim B. Clark. Takahiro Fujimoto, and W. Bruce Chew. -Product

Development in the World Auto Industry, "trookings Papers on Economic ActivitY.
No. 3. I q87: and Takahiro Fujimoto. "Organizations for Effective Prodkuct

Call (703) 805-2892 or 805-3056 or fevelopment: The Case of the Global Motor Industry," Ph.D_ Thesis, Ilan'ard
Fax (703) 805-3856 fora copyof Guide- Business School, 10Q,8, Tables 7.1, 7.4 and 7.8.

lines for Authors. The editor is Robert
W. Ball.
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FROM THE OFFICE OF THE
COMMANDANT

he Defense Systems Management College Secondly, I see no downturn in the need for high-
(DSMC) is moving into 1993 with a sense of quality education in the defense acquisition field. With

excitement and uncertainty that I am sure is affecting the maturation of the Defense Acquisition Work Force
many Program Manager (PM) readers. Our country is comes the clear identification of competencies needed
operating with a new vision regarding involvement in for the functional areas of the work force. This, in
world security issues. Although immature, this vision turn, leads to a definition of the curriculum needed to
is being tested frequently in far-off places such as meet needs of the individual as he or she progresses
Somalia and what used to be Yugoslavia. More well- through the three levels of qualification. This also has
defined is the state of the deficit and the future it caused more courses to be assigned as mandatory for
portends for the defense budget. We have a new the career acquisition professional; and, therefore, the
administration, whose approach to issues stemming demands placed on defense acquisition educational
from the above will undoubtedly hold suprises for all institutions, like DSMC, are increasing. We are eager
of us in the defense acquisition business. So what to address this challenge and continue to provide
bold forecasts can I offer in this first PM issue of 1993? quality education in an affordable way.

First, there will be a movement to reduce legislative Lastly, there will be increasing demands placed on
barriers to procurement of commercial items. As many weapon system acquisition professionals to perform
of you know, I chaired a panel that carried out an 18- with fewer resources. We offer our college as a re-
month effort to review defense acquisition legislation source to help you attack this challenge. My faculty
and make recommendations to the Congress to stream- and staff are committed to help make our acquisition
line the acquisition process. Our panel made numer- work force a more capable team and will pursue all
ous recommendations for change but focused a great avenues to help you accomplish this. Happy New
deal of effort on the means by which legislative change Year.
could reduce barriers to procurement of commercial
items. We recommended establishement of an en- -RADM William L. Vincent, USN.
tirely new subchapter in Title 10, which would clarify
and broaden definitions of commercial items and ex-
empt procurement of these items from many socioeco-
nomic laws. This would clearly encourage producers
of commercial equipment to offer their products to
government programs at competitive prices. These
recommendations are in harmony with a large body of
opinion on all sides that foresee significant savings to
the government if more procurements of this nature
are used.
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